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LO206  Junior II 
 

Competition Age: 12 to 15 (WKA 103.2.1 Competition Age: A driver’s actual age as of Dec 31st shall 
establish his/her “competition age” for the competition year. 
 
Engine:  LO206 Senior Engine with 6100 rev limiter, blue slide (#555734), and carb locking cap      (#555726).  
Engine is to be run in accordance with Briggs and Stratton 2016 rule set. NO DEVIATIONS ALLOWED 
 
Weight: 
300 pounds 
 
Fuel: 
Spec fuel is 87 Octane Pump Gas purchased at the Shell station at IH35 and the Rueckle Road and is subject 
to fuel tech. Fuel will be checked using a Digitron meter which is set to spec at 0 using a sample and must be 
within +/- 10. Fuel may be teched after qualifying and each heat. 
Absolutely no performance enhancing additives allowed. 
 
Tires: 
An open tire rule will be in effect with 7.10 being the only allowable rear size; however, you must race on 
the same set of tires you qualify on in all three heats. If a tire becomes unusable during the event, a 
replacement tire can be substituted with the race director’s approval. 
 
Chassis:  
The chassis mus comply in all areas to WKA regulations that govern sprint kart chassis. No cadet chassis 
allowed in this age division/configuration. 
 
Rules: 
1. Engine package (engine,exhaust system, etc.) must meet current Briggs and Stratton LO206 engine 
specifications. All engines are subject to technical inspection. 
2. All competitors are subject to weight, restrictor, and random fuel checks at the end of qualifying and each 
heat. The winner’s engine will be teched (other engines may also be teched.) If an engine is found to be out 
of spec and illegal, the racer will be disqualified from the event. If the racer is found to have an out of spec 
engine again at any time during the same race season, they will receive a 500 point penalty in the 
championship standings. 
3. All karts are subject to weight/restrictor checks at the end of qualifying and each heat. 
4. All other WKA rules apply unless otherwise specified (scoring, safety, noise, kart specification, etc.) 
6. Points and starting position determined in accordance to HCKC rulebook section ‘XI.Scoring’ 
7. Annual Awards will be based on HCKC Rule Book Section ‘XII. Awards’, item ‘B. Annual 
Awards’ 
9. A ‘Class Tech Coordinator’ must be identified to Race Officials prior to qualifying, without which the class 
will not run for the day. The purpose of the ‘Class Tech Coordinator’ is to facilitate scheduling, arrange for 
weight and fuel tech results to be communicated to scoring and to arrange for Post- Race tech without 
which the results for the day are invalid. 


